Text of Radio Interview With Browder in Denver

BROWDER ON SPEAKING TOUR OF FAR WESTERN CITIES

Earl Browder, general secretary of the Communist Party, U.S.A., is on a speaking tour which will take him to at least five cities of the far west.

A speaking engagement in Denver on "The Days of 48" is a part of the tour.

A meeting for the purpose of breaking up this meeting by throwing a henchman through the wall was attempted on July 18.

A total of 1,600 students of the University of Denver were present in the crowd, according to the Daily Worker.

Mr. Browder, speaking at the meeting, said that he was ready to be killed in order to save his country from imperialism.

He said that he had not been in the country for a long time, but that he was ready to be killed in order to save the country from imperialism.

Mr. Browder also said that he was ready to be killed in order to save the country from imperialism.

WANT-ADS

FDR Tells Power Firms To Cooperate

At the lowest possible cost, the president has instructed a number of power companies to cooperate in the development of water resources.

The president has also instructed a number of power companies to cooperate in the development of water resources.

Mayor Opens Home State's Fair Pavilion

Mayor opens home state's fair pavilion.

 Poison Ring Star Chamber of Commerce

The poison ring star chamber of commerce was raided by the police.

WHERE TO DINE

New Chinese Grove


due to its fine location.
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